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· IB!RODUCTION 
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(-1) 
An equation of the f o:nn 
b 
u(x) .. f(x) + ~ l K(x,t}u(t)dt, .· .. ' . 
is ~~id to ·be a· linear integra1 equation of the secQnd kind with a 
-----
. pu.amet~r. The ·functions r(x) an~ K(x, t),. theE~~!~ .. ~: .. -,_Pd.:J,...,;_ .. and. the - ..... - ....... ,,_.... .. . ·--- ------· ··--·---; .......... ··,· ... --- .. ,., .. -:· ___ .... ·---- ..... ,- . , ..... --~~----·· ..... ". . 
. 
own, an it is then desired to· determine a fllnct:i.on 
u·(x) S1ic-J'f-'that (1) 'is satisfied for all x in the interval [a,b] • The 
function K(x,t) is called the kernel of the equation, and is assumed to 
be rea_l, continuous and not identically zero in the recta!lg;~ ~or ___ ..... 
• ,..,._, __ •• -:, - - • • ••• • - "!':o 
which a s x s·b: as t s b. The fnnction f(x) is likewise assumed to 
be real, continuous and not identically zero in the interval [a,b]. 
The liMits a and b and the parameter A are constants • 
. ' . 
The homogeneou.s _ ~Et8-t-. in:t~gral. equation is one in whic·h 
r(x) a O and thus is of the form 
(2) 
·b 
.. u(x} = >-J K(x, t)u(t)?t .. 
. ; .. :ii·; 
. ' 
t-:-,.·--·----.. -------The l.inea.P-integral equation of the second kind· i:s· a· pa~ 
ticular case of a more general equation-, namely the linear integral 
equatio.p,/bf the ·tbiro kind 
.••• 4 .. ;·/1'-
. b 
(3) fi (x)u(x) • t(x) + 1 K(x,t}u(t)~t;., 
_..,,,, 
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It 1n ( 3) I (x) a O .we get the linear integral eqttation of 
·----
the fl.rat kind, 
.; ·~,.~.,·-·-·' .. ". -. · . ..._.. -.,,.• ..._ { ..._:r ,'/ 1' 
(Ii) £(x) .. .f cx,t)u(t)dt. 
· Wote that in al1 three cases the unknown u enters linearly 
and oc·cu~ under the definite integral; thus the name linear int'~_grai 
, ..... --·-··· ,, 
- ·- . -.- --·-- - ,--.. . .. . . "··-"-·.·-· . ... ·- --~ 
'. - -· .... ~ 1 
'l'he ·purpose of this paper is to study the mathematical theory 
" of the so1ution of linear integral equations. Such_ equati~;:i. ~ve num-
.. 
erous practical applications, part;icularly in the field of mechanical 
I•., 
C .. -~ . ...... - ··- ... ' '.:\... ... ,.'-- - ~ . . ~ . 
--\. I' - ) .. -
vibrations • 
We will begin our discussion by studying Fredholm's solution 
of (1). This soh1:_tion, which gives u(x) as the ratio of two absolutely 
~onvergent power series in A , holds tor &11 values of a , whereas 
cert·ain ot~r solutions ho1d only for .restricted valu~s of ). • Each 
of these series has an infinite radius of convergence. The coeffic-
ients in the numerator depend on x, but those of the denominator are 
independent oft x. - In the eJCDeptional case for which the d~om.i!iator 
vanishes, this method still tumishes a solution, prov.i.ded that a sol-
ution exists. 
To obtain his solution, , Fredholm replaced the definite inte-
, . 
. 
gral by the limit of a sum and was thus led to a system oi n linear 
- ~- • -
- ~-· .,..,... .... -~ - ..,. 41,t- -~ ..... • . - -








· "'oetween ,the linear integra1 equation and the system of linear equations 
-~ 
in obtaining the solution of (l) ~der various c-onditions. 
,.. ....... 
"'.. 
·•• -::.~ :.,. r . ' ,,-., 
' ' i 
·'l 
n;·_',I' 
",, .. - ~ 
... -.,., 
. : . . 
?. ... 
' 
-·- -··- --~ . 
. ;_ 
.. -
..... · .... ___ ,. ___ ._. -· ····--~-·-·-·-- .... ':·-
, : . 
. ·.· ., . 
•' . '" 
. ' . 
... ,.. . " 
I11.·dhapttlr II we. SP.proach the same problem from a· ·s~ewhat 
-
-u-~-·•--=-~ - -~- ~--•·•---•--;·~t*'erent ~ewpoint; . however; maintaining an- , analogy betw9een a finite · 
·J~tem. .9.f ..... ,lj_p.ear. equations and the linear intE:1gral equation. we·w:tn . · . ..-,.•·,................. --··. 
. 
_..__,- .. 
. ·· first detennine· solutions of equations·· (1) and ( 2) for the case of 




: .. ~ 
t 
. .,- ·-~~~u~io~s- _,c,_~ .i.~~-~~-~J~) __ ~ro.r::::~!bi~~~~~~!'!!~.#!,. ___ ~ Ji~~h _J~-~~~ .t.b~t sgl~ .... .,, ....... ~,---~-~-~--~----~ 
\ ~ 
tt ons·are given as J.~mits _or sequences of solutions of equations of 
th«t ttpes (l)' and (2) with degenerate kemels. 
• •--•-•·•-••••••-.-••••••• ••---H•••••••-•••-• -------·-·-·-·-· --- - - --- --•--'-•••---· -----·---·-••-•-------·- -n/'• . 
t, 
·--~ -· .. ~ -··-· ·- --~· --~·--___:___,.:, ··-·· --· .. ..,,,!_ ..• ,: •• ~~-.· -~·-· .. - •.·---~-------···- -• ~- - -· ·--·.· ..... , ••' .,. ..,... -=· -· ,- .,.,, ·- •.• ,--··c ··-··· -
., 
II 
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CHAPTER I 
'THE FREllkotM THPDRY . 
\ .. -i. 
• 1.1 · DEF!NITIO~ AND SOME FUNDAMENTAL ~LATIONS .· 
Before WEI can produce a solution of' (1) it 11111 be ~saey i 
I to define two power series in A, and establish certain relations be- . -~ -~---==~,- . _, · ~ - •. - ....• _,.. __ , .... ,~.- ·.--- ----,·~·-··--·" '" 0 • - ,·••.O""'>-",--a-•.,. --,-- .. ~, ,.·,-··~"""''~·--·-··-.... -,-~4-~ .. -~ .... , .... ·. -- • .-·.···,-·----. - :·-,--- ·--·· ··-···· -· -- -·- .. • • • b 
,, <1___.,;.C,:"-.-~:, .. -••• 
dament-a3:·- in obta~g the-"'desirea soluti~. 
' .. Also, we fflllst develop an analogy betwen the integral equation and a 
system of linear equations • 
.,.-// 
'l'o this end ·we tirst exhibit a sum whose limit is the def-/ 
- -···-·-r----·--·-----·· -·- ------·-,- ·····--··:-··-·--·····--- -------·· 
·inite integral -ir1 
(1-1) 
b . -
· u(x) • f(z) + AiK(x,t)u(t)dt. · 
I 
D:i.vi«e the interval [a,bJ _into n equal ~rt~ and call.the points of 
division t1, i • 1, ••• ,n. Now replace the de.finite integral in (1-1) 
by the smn ot which it is the limit. We thus obtain: 
(1-2) 
Since tllis holds tor all x in the interval, we can let x = ti, t2, •• ~, 
tn, which produces the n linear equations in the n UDlmowns u(t1), 




















u(tn) -. ~4t[K(tn,t1)u(tn) 
~--""""" + •• 





.... ~-~ ..... ~ •\.' .. .,,,.~ ~ -... ~~ .. ~ ....................... ~ .......... ""-.... 
• +_ .K(t1,;i)u(~)'] • t(t1), . . . 




• + K(~n,tn)u(tn)l • t(tn). 
) 
,,,.,_ .. _ --
.. 
@i 
B~ing b7A the det~t of the coetficients ot u( "Jf), and b7 
Aij the minOr Ot the 81.ement :in the i-th 1•0W, j-i;h co1'Qlllll, we can 
sol-vs tor u(t1c) by Cramer's Rule, providedA ·;. 0: 
n 
~ r(t1)~ik 
. . , k • l, ••. .,n. 
~ 
·. , .... _ ·---- - -·-···· - . - .. ~·---, .. , ... , .. --~.--,.,.-:-·· .·.-. -. ·- .. ' ·- . - - . '• '. 
Consider now the 1:imits ot A , Akk, A ij as n is allowd to 
increase indefinitely. 
i) • Limit of A • Expanding A by considering all the possib1e · 
wa,a· ·in· ·wh:tch to get ). 8 , s • O, 11 • ~ • ,n, without repeti t,ion, we obtain 
+ .• • 
K(t1,tj) (At)2 + 
l(tj,tj) 
• 
• .. : ..... 
K(tn,tn) 
(~t)q + 
n (At) ·• 
~..;:- ' ' - ' ' ..... •', ·-' ~ . . - ... 




1. :-~·· /. --_ 
'· 
~· :· ''> .-, : ~ 
' 
..., ... · · l 
p •. · 




dt dt ··+ 
:t . 2 '- "''\ 
2 1:. limA • 1 - A K(t,t)dt .+ 2. ,. '> JlilliCIO 
a 
b b 




Thia power series is denoted b7 D{ A), 
(1-4) D( A) II 1im A J 
ll-.CD 
· and is· called Fredholm's detem:irlant. A useful notati_fm . .tor.Jl(). ) is 
'," ,,' ,,' .. ' ' ... · ... c· ..... , ' •. ' .. ',, •"'"""' ' • '"' .',, , ... ,., .. ., .. ,, .... •., .... ,, oo·C, ',', . .' .. C " ., .... • •• ·- -- .... "" - .. -- "' --"'" ~ -- -- ·_.!. __ -- __ , - • .;..· -- --·-
(1-S) , n D( A ) • 1 + L. (-l)n 4; An, 
nal n. 






.K(tn,t1) • • ' 11 l{tn-,t-n)··· - · ·· · 
ii). Limit o.t A ii• Ellpanding Akk as above, we obtain -
' ~-
... 1:...-,•• ......... ,,...,.._ t . 
flat Sam8"'GxpNSM011" as iof·~, w.f'th tf'ii' e:m:ep£°1on that in the ~tion, 
i a k is omitted,. '!'hue Um A kk • D{~) f 
n-+co 
..... ,•: 







·····-, ........ /.· :! 
.we get 
'·;' G! .. - . 
.. ~ -
. -1-· 
iii). Idm:f:t of A 13• ··Expanding ~ij in the same ~anner · 




.. ••.. --· .•. ···-----·--······--··--· --·----------~ ~1'· 
11\' . 
--~--.... ,.,._..._,....,_...,.,.,,,..,.,,,._,_ -..~~ ..................... ,,...,,....,.., ., ,_, .... ....... 
.-- H -- --- - """\ ~-,-~- • ..., .. ..,.,_....,..,~ ....................... ~ ~,,.,.~ - 0 0 '""-.-... --.... -, ...... -- ..... ,,._,,_,...-"=' 0 .... ••.---
\ + .ll 
21 
n 
(A t)2 + • •• • 
l! w put !_..o.t>JYji .. A 13, and l9\.(t3,t1) vary in such a .•7 t~t 
l;lm CD (tjf t1) a (x,y), W9 ge'\ ., 
fl-tit ----··----'-'·--· ... ~-='···=·"'~~.-~.-···-·-----~"-- _---•- --·--· ·-------- . , _ ,··;, ·• .... ,, -. , , ...• ,~,,c,~-~,,s·.-c •. --, - ... -- .·· .. ·.-- -- • e-·-c=c---. - . -·---,~~~··--·-·-· ·-·----.--.. ·- -- - - b· 
K(x,y) K(x, t) 
lim ,JJ'ji .. ?, K(x_y) - '),.2 
n.-.m 
dt + 
K(t,7) K(t,t) . 





__ , l[i~, 





· Th:l.a limit defines tor us Pl'edh9lm's first minor D(~,11X)., t~t is, 
(1-6) 
~.,, tJ ji = DJ~,:,; A). ~ 




K(x,y) • . • • K(x,tn) 
~(x,y) .. • ••• 







• ,. . . ..... L~~=-=~~ we' now make use•· of'• the definitions····c 1:4y~-and···-(1-6~)="~i~tii;-~,:-,.~"-.e-.C~ .. e •• ,--~-•~ •••••. • •• • 
following theorem to obtain two fundamental relatiOJlS between D(}.. ) 
and D(:x,y; ~) • ·.:- .-- ;., 
Theorem: The sum of the products of the elements of any 
row (column) of a detEmDinant by the corresponding minors ot any other 
row (column) is zero. 
Applying this · to the j-th row of . the determinant A we obtain 
. .... -. 
-·-.... 
-·--- A -- -· , ,. . .,,. ,.. 
- [). K(tj,ti)A t~). = O, 
i~l 
-, ... ~-· 






'·-~ .•. , .. ,-•.. , .... ~·~· 
' 
~- ' 




where J.-n the 8'J11l.111&ti011 we Cldt.: i • ~,k •. But ~incaA ld. •At J:likz, 
this b8COll18G 
b . 
D(tj,tk;)) _ t\K(t3,tk)D(?-) _ ~r D(t,tic1:UK(t3,t)dt. o.-
. . a . ~ 
Since this holds tor all x in [a,b], we can let t 3 • x, 1itc • 7, so that 
b 
D(x,n A) - A lC(J5,Y)DtA) • A £n(t,:,;i )K(x,t)dt. (l-8) 
.,.. .... , ....... , ... -




. . . [l - A K(tjJ tj)4'\ t~~--~ ;.~._!!.~k.t~j)~-~(~kkl-<--: .... -... , .. ;c.=,---~·~:_c_s.,; __ ,~~~;:·-'~~~r""' ., •.... ,~,. 0 1 • .• • - · ....... , ~ .·•· ·- -~-'"-;·--·- . .:. ·-· - ..... --"-·· ""··-·· ~-- -· 
.- . 0 • 
n ~. 
- [ i\K(t1,tj)A tCA:uc) • o, 
i=l 
where in the summation we omit i 11 3.k. Again, malclng use of 
4t.lYij ~ -Aji, dividbg by A-'b, taking-the l:lmit as n increases 
indefinite17, and rep].aoi~g. ~k by x a~ -~j,. ~! y, ~ ~~ . ...... . 
(1-9) D(x,y-; ~) - ~ lC(x,y-)D(A) • Af.ncx,t; A )K(t,7)dt; 
"" - --·- -- ----· - ·-·-·- ·-·-- - - ·- ..... . .. -· .. 
veritf that these two relations are indeed true, we substitute in th• 
" ,. ,,_. -.. 
~- --- ..,..-- -






. ~ . . 
-
.. . -. - ~ 
~-, ... 
. ____ ... , 
. -'~--,-~ 
the aeries e:zpressions tor D( ~ ) 1 D(x,7; ~ ) . as gi'V$Jl by (l .. S) and (1-7) •. -
!his will .make both sides ot (l-8) and (1-9) power series in). · Then 
I• 
.• • • it it can be shol'm. that the coefficients or c~rresponding _powers -of A 
., . 
are equa1, the relations·w:t11 be established. 
. . 
' . Substituting in (1~9) the ·series expressions ·ror··nti }, ·-
-.. . :. ) .. ~ ...... ,. b . i n n+l A. K(t,7) AK(x,t) •...____(-1). _A_ Bn(x,t) dt. 
- n~ 
r 
On the r:lght hand side make the following change in notation: let n• • n+l, 
,I ,, 1· I ..• ,.. 
and then drop the · prime. "Then intercbangin~ the order of integration and 
. · summation on tlie r.lght ·we'· have · 
• • 
.· \ (-l)n rl. Bn(x,7) - 11'.(x,y) \ (-l)n. r: 'n • 
. ~ n. . ~ n. 
·~r: . ~ ~]. nt~-1 rb . /J
8 
K(t,y)K(x,t)dt + L(-1) ~! J;:S-~~1(x,t)K(t;y)dt. . . ; . 
. n-2 ,· . 
-
~rerora, comparing coettic:lents of corresponding powers of ) 11e see· 
(!, . 
that in order for (1.-9) to hold, it nmst be that 
"., 
_:=-------------··· --. --· 
- ·--. ~-· -.- •. 
. , .... 
- .•• • ..... 0.· ··.-···--· 
. --=i, .. _ •....,.. _____ : • ....__ .. 
. : 
•.t' . 
. :b . . 




relations (1-8) and (1-9) will be established. This is done by elq)8Jld-
ing the determinant ,in the explicit expression· tor Bn(x,7) and b7 
making a suitable change in notation. ,. From (1-7) we have· that 
b 
K(x,y) K(:x:,t1). • ••• K(:x:,t ) n 
• • 
••• 
K~t1,Y) K(t1.,t1). ·. K(t1,tn) 
• • • 
.dt1 ••• dtn 
• • 
• 
.. ~. -···--··· --··· ·-·:·~!-·.·· 














• • • 
" 







• • K(tn,t1) ••• K(tn,tn) 
.... 
l.,··· • '· 
.. 
y 
......... ', -· ..... :·--- . . -..:. . ..;_• 
••···•. Q - ·····--·------·--·· ------· '. --w• ·•·-·--•·-·•• • •·• •• -•,.c--·---
I • 
. -- ····-----------~........--'----r------
In the first term the ·:ractor K(x,:,). cim be talcen outside the n-f'old . 
. . 
integral, and "th~ ~irst tenn i~ K(x,y)A11 1 by the definition of An 1n 
(1-S) • ~ the ~tion ~- make th!:t 9hange ot notation t 1 • t, 
ti+l • t1 , t 1+2 • ti+l , .. • • • Hence the detenninant becomes 
The colmnn involving t can be brought into the first column by i-1 
moves, that is by i-1 changes of sign. 'l'heretore the second tenn in 





• • .. • K( x, tn-1) 
K(t1,t) • • • K{t1,~1) K(t,y) 
• • 
I (-1)21-1 dt ••• dt 
, n 
•• •· 
. -, -" 
• .• ,____..;··· ··-------- ---··:·'-- - - _____ ,__..:. --- _____ £....._!.._ ............ i...... ----.----- • 
. .. ·, .•. __ ... _ .......... m"''··=~·.:..c.,.,.,c<.·.'"-'·-·.c-o,.c·.• • .-c. ,~,·-·- ,--~·; ; _ _._.-,.- .·.,...cs::• ;::;·c.-'-cc•~·---· · ,.,_· .. o ·'' · •. - · /· -----·.·- -- ,_." -~-~-•• .. ··0 ·".,-' ·.·,... .... • 
It( tn-1• t) • • • K( tn-1, 'tn-1> 
a a 
In this sum , all n tenns will be equal, and we may bring the K( ~7) 
f~ctor outside the n-1 told integral, so that the second term in 




... -· •...• -"i--K(%j~~;1r ............. .. ........... ___ . -· --·· ___ . .., ............ --------- ·c··· --··-·-··---···--··"·---··--·--·····------- - .. 
l(t,y) • • • 
• 
• dt1 • • .s , dtn-1 dt , 
. •.. , ,. ··-· ... till!. 
• ' .,, .... ..... ... 'I' <¥4-. .... ...... ..... ~ - • 
1'bich tram c1 ... 7) is -n · K(t,y)Bn-l (x,t)dt • Hence ··""'I'--·-
'b . 
'JJn(x,7) • K(x,7}~ - n~K(t,y)Bn-1(x,t)dt, 
:;.' 
...J 
... - . · .. ·~:. :·" _i 
... 
. 
·: '• . 
-;.,: . 
.. 
---.. - .... · ... --._. __ .. ·-· ···-··· --··· .· ---· ... _ .... ....,.~ 
;,: . 
. 
- - ... - ·- - .. --:-- - ... --r _..,....... ______ -;--_·---~ •. ---
__ · -----·-·- . ~--- ._ '··-· .. _ . 
- ... -'\. --
which establishes (1--m)· • 
.. 
by _element-a · of the first row, make the same change in notation , · we 
··t.J· ,. 
(1-13) 
D(lJ:,r,_)) - lK(x,y)D( ~) • ) D(x,tJA}K!t-,-y)dt 
• A! n(t,n 1- )K(x,t)dt 
for all A and all x and 7 satisfying a~ x~ b , a~ 1 ~ b • 
1.2 SOI1JTION OF FREDHOIM'S E:lUA'I'ION FOR D( /\) ~ 0 
We are now in a position to solve equation (1) , but to 
. 
•• .• ,-J;. •• ' I .,·."-• • • ~ ' > .• 
obtain a· hint as to procedure ·, 1et us consider the finite system 
u(t1) - JCA t)t_K(t1,t3)u(t3) • r(t1) , i • 1, ••• n 
J=l 
. To solve this f!ysi;em for u(tk} , 11111ltipl7 by Aile and rrum w.l.th respect 
· to i from 1 to n , thus obtaining 
f(t.) A . 
. 1 '-lik 
' .... 
-··- -----·-·- ----··--·---~---··----------· .---~ 
b __ , 
u( t) -. i'(t) + "f K( t .,r)u( r)dr 1l 
----
Now multiply by D(x., t-; ~-} and integrate rrom I a to b 'Hith respect to t •. 
· lb u(r) [\t D(x,tJ ~ )K(t;r)dt dr 
According to (l-9) the term in brackets in the last integral becomes 
' 
~(x.,r;A ) - ~ K(x,r)D(~ B . 
Therefore 
, b . b b -i D(x,t~ A )u( t)dt II I·D~x,tJ A ?t(t)di + J. D(x.,rJ ;>t )u(r)dr - . 
. -.. ,-.·::._ .... ,c-,==~~=~=·:.c=~~.c=~~--===-'-""=-·---"-"'-'-e. .. :.-.-.- '·-~+"'-Vfx' 'r)i'Tif''i'-)·u:·tr,-dr' '. ··--· '. -- .. ,--.-~---:·-: - .. ,~,·-,--,=·='~- "---- ... :.-=e=,.,c~.,~=-"'~--==--=--=~=2,=c--
. I\~ 1\\ , I.LI\" \ '/ • 
. \' ' 
-
Here note that the term on the lert and the second term on the right 
·.·:-, - ... 
. .,,.. 
- <,~'····""""'"•• 
: _ ..... :~_,. .... 
-· ·----·--- .. ____________ --,--------· --- . ___ :__ l--.:.. ---·· ----·----·-.- -------- .. ___ -------
-- - --- - -·-- ---·----· 
I. 
Equation (1-1;) gives ·us .u(x) in tems of tlu? lm~m -~Qtion t(x) and 
: ) ' . ,_ --
.,...... the ratio o't the -t~·- power series in A , . 'l'blls if (1-14) has. any 
solution it must be that given b:, (1-1,>. " . 
To show that fi-15) ·1s indeed_a_ solution of _{l~il,.),,__ w _su~ _ 
-·----··--·- ·------- --- ---.. : - --·-· -·- ---- - -
. 
' 
. stitute this value ·ot u(x) into .(1-lb). The lert side becomes 
f'(x) + 
D(:x,t; i )f(t)dt 
D(A) 
··• o·- ·• 
and the right side becomes 
b 
f(x) + ) I(x,t) f(t) + 
a b 
a 





K(x,t)D(t,rJ A )dt dr 
a a 
, •-'_'- -- ----- __ •· .. -· ., .. ·.,c<.·-----'-'~- __ , :.C~---·- . ;_ -,_; '-'-'-Cc,.•·c-.• -~-,,-, •. _ ,•·t, .. ,·.c·~,,c-··c,:'.' ~--··"'' ~--,.-,.--,c,~=-''c~•::5~-c~•-•-··-, ·-· •'--·'-" _e -&- ,, ....... -.,,.-... ,: .... : .. ,'. .. _,. -·--~ __ , __ · .. :~--, .. ~ ... ·-•-· , --"-''''·--·'"'' .. , ., ... , .. ___ ., .. :, .. ,.~ .. :~., ,·.·~ ,., .. · .... : ..... , t 
• f(x) + l K(x,t)f(t)dt + D(i ) f'(r)ln(x,rJ)) - K(x,r)D()\ ,ldr : 
a a L J , b b 
• f(x) + ) J
8
1(x,t)f'(t)dt + D{~) f(r)D(x,rH)dii - ). K(x,r)f{r)dr 
h a a -
• t(•)- + l f( )D( T- "\ )d 
. ~-'. D( " ) r. ..,..r; ,.. r , .,, 
. ' ... ·-·- -..... -... ·-··---·-··· -· ·- . -- ____ ..., ........ -- -··-- ·--·---. --·- - . - - . -- --
-- -·- -··----- . .. --- -· - . .. ··- . 
--- -
. - -- . . . ... . .. --- --- . . .. .. a ---- --·- ---·- - -- -
since· the -second and fourth tenns · are the Sam9 emept for ·the ·variable of 
integration. Thus (1-14) 1s satisfied by·the value, or u(x) given in (l-1S). 
conve·rgent power series in A I each ·w:1th an inNJ1:tte ndius of con= 
vergence. To do this we need a theorem due to Hadamard, which in tum 
requires the follolliilg: 
.< 
/ 
··, .. -_.,. .. ~--~· '"', -·. 
- -- --·.-- ,---.- -






. ··:(r. ··" ..••.• _,.,·····-····-·--·-~ -~-nl • • • a 
·-
. ,u, 
are real and satisity 
• 1, r • l, ••• ri 
s = 
proof: 
A(a13' is a continuous function of its arguments , a1j , in 
the region defined by ( 1-16) , ~d hence somewhere in this region it 
., . 
reaches a ma:x:l.mum and a minimum • But if a function f of N varitlbles , 
with the n side conditions+ 1 a O , i = 1., • • • n , is n to have a 
-····~ 
- . maxtmwh . (iidm.mum) ,.. tlien thtt ll ·first parl;iai deri v.ltives. ot t~ ··~~ti~~- - --- :, c=. 
t + A 1' 1 + • • • An 4> n 
must vanish , where ).. i are the Lagrange multipliers 1 • In our case 
t "' A. and <Pi • ~!s - l , r = 11 • • • n • Therefore tor a •xl.mwn 
(minimum) to exist the N first partial deri v.lti ves of 
.F •·A+ 
must vanish. But 
AS(a2 + 
2 sl 
, .. ...-···-·-------e-.. 
------- ·--- --··. --··---····-·-
• .. •• +s 
-·------·----- -
.... --· ·~"··· .... .,-··· · .... --.. _,, __ ,.,.""" .. -'. ---··· -·- .. ~- .. ----. ··- .. 
• • 
2 . - 1) 
• + 8 sn 
...... - ..... vw• a •. ... -·~ 
1 
Kaplan , Advanced Calculns , Addison - Wesley (1952) 52-16 
~ ·_7_-,. ___ ···.··-'.' • __ ____;..:;.._ ••• 
J .t. •·. - .. 
. . 
0. , . 
-17 .. 
where r ·is one of the snnnbers 1 , -2 , • . • •. -n , anu-.. ldler~,J'n1 la -the 
Therefore 
F -~ -~n a A + ~ A.l!,(a2 + 
rs rs· ) . · 2 rl 
·s•· ... '=-i 
Hence tor. a max1mum (mimJUWn) to exist 
• • • a2 -rn 
cl F • A + A..A · • 0 Ja: rs r.rs ., • 
rs 
1). 
.~·.""'-··'"···~-,---· .-"·.·- . . .. 
Now multiply (l-17) bi ars and sum w.i.th respect to a t:ran one tQ n •• 
We obtain 
a A + ~ A a2 • 0. 
rsrs /- rrs 
~ J..... s•1 
But this gives A + A • O • Thus tor ·a maximam (minimum) we mst have 
r . 
"~ ···:;r"";""lilimiig this b8Ck intP {1..;;171 we b&V8 .A.i,I' ~A;: . ~- ~; . 
But 






. .-·-.::--· -·· . - .'-'. ·.----· · . .t..:,,..·. 
-~. __ det.{A ) • ~et ( a ) det(A ) 
· · ........................ ··· ......... __ ...., I ~ - ···rs , .... -., .. , ........ --~.-.,, .... ~.·.· ~ &,-U, .. , --~" ______ .. , ............. ·-···.··· . ~ . . 
1 ~ • A'1et ( ar1t1ks) . 
............ 
• • ~-.-.-...i-~-- .. - -- ···-~v·lae't'(o rAJ 








- -'_ -'· / .. · .:'' 
._. :_,_ -- .. --· ·. 
I 
."··;,.,"./". ,··:·-~·, .. ·' ... , ... 
\ 
- - ... - > . 
~-\ 
(L-18) ,n+1. ,n-1. 
,2 .. l •. 
'!'hen since at a ma:x:l:mqm or ~ of A we mst have A 2 • 1 , ~he 





---- - I 
il tt~ 
?FTl 
r.-~:·-:;? ~ ~ We make use or this 18Ilmia to prove Hadamard's theorem: .... -- - ·ii 
ff/( ff If all the el"8JD.ents of det(b ) are real and satisfy the inequality .. _ .... ,.c, __ Jt{ 
--- .. ~ .. ,.-,--,··y••.,·,.-:·_,n.~.;·~ 
... rs.. . ......... _ ..... , ..... , ..... ,.. ,,__,..,. ,-, .. ,,. ' ····-···· ··-···--····,·.,,-· .... ,---v ............. ·.·• ....... , .... -, .... ,,..,_._ ... __ • .,_, .... , .. 
proof : 
Let ?: b~j • Bi • i • 1 • · • • • n 
Case i) : some one of the s 1 • 0 , sa7 it is sj • Tben 
bij • O , i • 1 , ••• n , and hence jBj • O and the theorem is proved • 
Case ii) : · no s • 0 • Since B • det(b13) , -~ 
This determinant satieties the conditions of our lemma , hence 
. 
'l'tllls I B I ~ ~ 1 a2 • • • sn • But since jb 13! .:: M , s1 ~ rfl. . Therefore 
tBt ~ 1(rd't'l)U ... 
IBI ,!: Mn[rin. 
-With the use of Hadamard's theorem , we now,. show that D(~) 
............ _ _....... ..... ... - .. - _..._,. - 4illM' ~ ~ . . . ~_,. ......... ~..,.._. .. , ...... ·~ ..................... ~ .... 
and D(x,71 ~) are ~~solutely conver'!~ sAri')S in ~ • 
Convergm~e of D( A) • From (1-S) 
. .,. •·<flll\""'••• 
·1'. ' - . 
: _ _ .. , . 
,. 
where 
A • n· 
D(~) • 1 + 
b 
••• 
--~~ . ', . ....,. ---
ao . 
..... ;.,._,:----~•,··~- .. --~' . ·. ' . " . •'\ . 
..... 
·-· ................ - ........ --····---
n satisf':tes the conditions of Hadamards theoran, n 
because it was assumed originally that K(x,t) is continuous in~ on 
the boundary of the rectangle a ~ x ~ b , a ·~ t ~ b • Hence 
,K(t1,t3) :: M , i , j • l , ••• n • Tims HliUfamard1s theoren giTe& us 
b b 
••• '111 J;Fdfii • • • dtn 
a 
. . . . . ·:. '--~-=· --~ :, .; -~-
.. .:. .. :...----------·· • • ..n rn, b a 1D . .. ·.· .. ,.~ ~.·---~--·-··· -,,.,.,.,, .·-... ,-·.·.; ·.,, ...... :.., ·-· , ....... ·~ ... ,.. .,..,;. ....... ~-~ .... -· ... , .... ,~· . JIil V.r!..~ J . ,- -~- ....... ;.,.· ... ~, .--- ....... ,.· .. ,,.,"'-·-·" ... -· -·--·-- ~ ., .. __ ,.c .• ,,"',""•~· , ··; -•.:.,--.·~:---· -· -
'lheretore 
llow apply the ratio test to the series of which en is the general term. 
We find that 
. ' 
Oarttfitrgtii.Ou ¢3! D{Jt,n~ ·• ham-{1~-1-- · -~ - -
,. 





. . . ~. '. . .· 
. ~-~ ... ___ . ·-··. --. ,. -~ . 
-....,· 
. , 
f -.' ( 
~~' ._.,., 
· t ... 1)ll /.nnt-•1- Jln(~y;) , 
. . . 
l• .~.--t:~:!:.:~:., ....... _____ ........_. ___ .... ~~'* 
-.,, .. ~. ... ..... ,. ... , ... ,, · .. ,!... . . 
-·b . b 
. . - ··- - i(;.:,) _._~ _ _. K(x,t;J 
--···-------- --- ....... ---- ------- --·- - . . n ·------·------·-··--····---------~---~---- ~---·-----·---- . -·--· _... __ _:_.____. _____ _ 
• • 
_ _ · • dt1 • • • dtn - ·--- -··«·=···-~=-·-=--~~·=·-·~'""=tr11 
~-.-,~~= _ _... __, .. _,_= --··•·~·-~•-<-•·•~·~•·••~-.. m• , .. _ •• ,.,, -~--
• • • t' • 
..... , ,.._,,."«~. - . I . . .• = 
a a 
The determinant in B (x,,-) also satisfies the conditions or Hadamard's 
. l'l . 
theorem , hence 
b b 
• • • Vcn+1)n+l ~l dt1 ••• dtn 
a a 
-- -- --· --- ~!~1i~~,;--t1~~r~·;~ J~=~;;;;~·:·=~:: }:···,t~,~~. ~4 -.-~ ~~ - --~·- - --·~-------
Again applying the ratio test to the series of llhich ~ is the general 
term 118 have 
- - -~----- ---------------·--·-···--·--- . 
• 





llm n •_m liin n •• : 
n.-- C-.-.-•.- l -- . ' TL~ .. 
-- ----v u-r , ..... n >-= -!!'" .L 
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.·:-
-~-
-· .. · '"···-...:.,____ r: 
..... ,.--. 
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... ··2 ... ' ......... 
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. ' . ~r series , ~o that both series -·converge for all vallles of · ]t. • 
We have t~s proved F'redhQlm's first i\mdament11l theo:ren 1 
i) D.().) f O 
ii t x is continuous ~ real , and not identically zero in 
the interva1 a ~ x ;:= b , 
then the equation 
,,.,, ............. ,· 
(1) u(x) • f(x) + ;\ K(:x,t)u(t)dt 
a 
. J 
• has one and only one continuou.a aolu:t;ion given bJ 
b 
where D( ~) and D(x,,tJ 'X) ar~ absolutely convergent series in A , each 
td.tb an infinite radius of convergence • 
As an immediate corolla1"'3" to Theorem. 1-1 we, bave s 
Cor~llary 1-1 ; If D(Al-r/ ct, then the homogeneous equation 
with f(x) :. O has one and on1y one continuous solution , and that is 
' . 
- - - - .. ----- ·-------------------···--· .. ---tbs· --ir.1:v.1a~--somtion .. --uTxl· e --·o· ·: ·-· . . ... 
1.3 SOLUTION OF mE HOMOGENEOUS B:2UATION FOR D( A) • 0 
- .. '...,,._,,.. -
___..,. ,, ·. ..~.-._.....-
. . 
-~ 
,,;~, ,. ¥:~t'I>·"""""""' 
-
. Obv.!ously ·tlia · method of' the previous _ section t~r aQlving ... 
eqa.ation (1) tails if D( ~ ) • o , We nor1 fo:~.mlate a l;le·bhcd of obtain-






. ,- . -~ -· 
'" .. --,, ,. - .. ~· --· 
.. (~J..tl 
Oa~e i) i D(x.,y-J /\) ~ 0 · 
···--· - _.,...... __ t1ns··va1ue··or )t··· .• equation (1-a) bec.omes 
a 




{]..21) D(x,y0 J ~0 ) • A0 £ K(x,t)D{t,70 J ~ 0 )dt 
Note that (1.-21) is the same as (1-19) except that u(x) has bean re-
placed by D(x,y ; ). ) • Tbns D(:x:,7 ; ;\ ) is a solution ot (l...19) • 
0 0 0 0 
. . . .. . 
', 
Should D(x,y0 J ~0 ) • O , we conld choose a 4i.t'ferent value ot 7, but 
._.;!_ :P{!1cl'J_Ac,l._~_O ~- .tben.the.-above-met-hod,-,gives--on·ly·the-·tMv.tarc=~--~- - ~· ~ ... 
solution u(x) s O • 
1'lms if D(x,Y'J A0 ) ~ 0 , then tor a Sllitable choice ot 7 , 
D(z,70 ; A0 ) is a nontrivial solution of (1-19) • 
The condition D(x,n ~0 ) ~ o can be "Placed by D'(~) r/ o , 
tor consider the series for D( A ) 1 
,. 'j., 
• • • • 
Hence 
.• 
- .... ,_,,,,_ ., ....,..QI~ 







- ~ --·.· -.... 
.. .. ·· . 
An+·' ·1· ·,·. 
~"..:t •. . 
,· ..... • • • 
. . ._,.:.,· ' 
\ 
-· ~- .. -} . ·---··'- ·------





R(tn+1,t1) • t • . It(tn+l'tn+1 
-· 1 ... .;. 
aJld ft 118 make the cbangG- in: notation :z: • "J. -' t:i_ • t2 • , • • ,. 
··----~n---. --~~l---·'.·'·" :!ih"!.?. __ !!~~~~s __________ ~-==-~~ ·----··---~4'A•o=-~----~ .. "'-·~=---··~--~=---·=~---~~~-,.;~ 
A • n 
a a 
b 
• • • 
b 








· K(~n1x) • • • 
by the definition (J..7) • 'J.'heret • 
..... ~ .. 
K(Xifin) 
• 
• dt1 • • • dtn 
• IC(tn,tn) 
·-·--.----





! n D . 
(~l) .A,.B (x,z)dx 
. • n n. 
·• -·•-•• ••·-~·••·•·••••····•-.-•·-••••• •'"r"' •· ·-- - ••• _. __ , ··••- •-••.·•••-"••---•••" ·•••·---·•!-:••,•· -•• -••••••·••-••·-·-·-··-• .. ·b .. ---- .. -
. -"k(ncx,x;" )dx , 
b 
- A D'(A) • J. D(z.XJA )dx ~ 
. a . 
... 








· How 811ppose D( ).0) ·• o , 1>1(). )· -1·0 J th.en A ; o .. ·• · ffils._~ (1..-..22) .--~-- .. · 0 0 
. it JJ'(?t.0 ); O and').0 r/ o:·, D(x,:x;."0 ) ~ O in~, and consequent~,-
, D(:x:,1J Ao) I O in x ~ y .- . Therefore the condition D(x,y; ~o) ~ _ 0 is 
equivalent to D'( A ) ; O • · 
. ... .. ........ . .. ---····---0- .. ··-· 
\) The relation (i-22) between the first derivitive and the 
·" .---~. . ... -... -.-, '• .. 
-·-··-·-··· -,-.. -.-,,., ,.,, 
~th minor. 
Case ii) : D(x,yJ Ao) : 0 • 
In order to get a solution other than the \riv.I.al one , we 
must consider minors of A ot higher orders • Define the p-th minor 




--- ... ~. _,......._,. _ .... ~ ...... ·-· - .. ~ .. --~--
r~_ ... x_) B' p ., 












. . We now_show that t~ series tor DP(x.r, /\
0
) is absolntely 00-11-ve-.r~ 
m- A . • To do thi::f we may.·ufE·na~a.mard•s theorem since the determinant 
b 
• • • 




where ( K(x.,1f )I ~ M , for o( ,~ • 1 , ••• p • Hence 
···"···,.·.-·-·-'-,1..- .. -,,_-_-_._c{·· •.•.. -· ...:.. .... ,, .. 
'!'he series of which F n is the general tem is absolutely convergent , , \ 
1,-• . tor using the ratio test we haie 
'~1 • -tMC b - a ) . (n~~ n+p-l .J<n+JJ>, · • , ~I 
,, . . _ .. ---···- -~---~--···- ___ .. __________ . __ ... _ .. ~ .. --·-·:· .. ·----·----~------·--·-····---,- !111 C : ......... -'lhereforifllii'"_ .......... ~»'-·-"-ii~O-~-aiicl-the ..... serie_s ... ccmv~ •. s • · __ ...... •· .. - --.. - ---· .. , .... , n+co Fn-1 
. 
Before we can obta:bl a solntion of (1~19) , it becomes. 
minor and n(P)( A) • 
J. . 
\ 
To obtain Fredholm's generalized ;r..ur~amental relations , w 
. i' 
.. 
. .. -~d1f~"&!tt9;1''~~~::r1~J~?~~l~i~,~:~ 
. . . . . ~ 
. . . 
---·- - ' .l, • 
.~ ,..,_ -- • I .~ • 
. ,. . 
i . ·. 
. ) 
. . . 
. "':'> 
' 
·•- • • X 
~ f'in.f; . b7 el.~s . ~f tJie· 
•• 
,. ,~ 
column Yp I and then by elements o:f' the· row x~ • · By JQak:ing a · suitabie 
cbange in. notation .' and Dillltiply.ing by i:? and· swmning with respect 
. . 
ton from zero to infinity , · we arrive at.the following doub'.l,c;) :t'(3gl~:t~• -~··· .... , _ 




• . + 
Row consider the series tor D( A ) • 







l \ \ .,~ .. 











.. '11lp. ·-' _·: ~- -~ -•. - Jt· • • 
. •-
a 










i --;- --- --- - - - -·---:--,. ~ 
0 
'• ',t, 
Roru11:ke the .toll~ change in not;ati~a let t 1 • ~ • • ., ,, ~ ~- - . --- - · 
·( 
t •x ,t. •t •••• -t •t • P P p+l ~ · ' P+n . n Thus ' . _, . ~ , ' : 










• • • 
... ~ 
An+p - . 
Holtiply (l,.28) b7 (-l)n n! and sum trQll n • O to n • • ._ We thus 
have 
:----·- • ..:; •.. ~~-::!- • .,=--, •_;."'-;0--.i:-~-.,;;::-.,:.:.,._,c·-=,·- ·--.,;..·,Le • ..::,...-··--'-' -_ --· .. _ -:·'.·: ,-,-,·c-·-~ ·--•·-··· -··-- - ,, ' . --.,,a.• ~=- ··• ... :,;:.-·. 
- - ~ 
{-l)n f A • 
n! n+p ••• 
n•o 
a 
Bq.t from (1-27) and (1-23) this 1a 
' 
a 
J ........... , 
r Bn(~:::~)~ • • 
• • • dx • p 
cb: 
• 'p 
tfa .. ~11 u~g ~uation {1~29) to show that it D( A) "'e • n~ 
all the Fredho3m -minors .are ·zero~ • Suppose. that D ( >i ) , 0 , b'llt that 
tor.?,0 D(1.0 ) •O, D'(A0 ) • o, D"(A 0 ) •o~·-"·· I Dl'-1()0 ) "o 4 
····~-·-=-- . 
., 




_- ___ .:...=..·..:._ •. •-·· .. _;_-_, ---
--~--
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. ~>~· l:; 
. -""· .• ,I·'· 
·-
o~ 
.·, .,-'.- ·!~); '•}. .,,--.. ,~ 
'·'·8'- . ·-·-·--c-- } 
. J'/if; 
out ·nrc ).. oH' <,.. 'l'hen ~ 0 PJ a,. ro:t ot D ( ~) II O• 0$ ~t.e nm.lti-~2 . 0 II 
plioity r • l{ote tbat the mltiplicity- must be. t:lm.te , for if llo1; - · Ji ,n ~ 
ti :~ ::::: z:r~: ::::r ~:eD::~eao:, ~::::~i:t::: . -.-----·- It 
aosumptiono Thus in the expression for D( i ) we mu.st come to same t:fi 
- ._., .• ~ .. ~~~ -· ,-:~_,..,...,._...,....,...,...,.,. _ 
_..,.,..,..._....,.~~~=~=- _.._,...,,.;-,:-,---~,c = ..:.~,:% 
- ' -. , ... __ _. . ._.,_;·_-~,-.,,.,,,.~·-,.,==-.......... -~.-c--...,....,.-..--·-., ... ___ ,.._ -··-·-- • • --- • • - ~~ - ~ - --- - •. 
. ""' 
Now apply this to (l-29). Suppose that tor 
1 
A · • A
0 , D( ~ 0 ) 0 o, Di( ~ 0 ) • O• i = 1, • • • p-11 but that DP( ). 0 ) s/ o. Note t~t i-
0 
; 01 tor D(O) • l. Therefore the left side of (1-29) is not 
9q11al to zero, hence the right side is not identically zero in x, that 
(
Z... • • • X is D -J. . . PAc 
Xi • • • xn 
.. 
(~ ... ~ ,l o in x, so that D · Ao 
. 71 ••• ~p 
~· .) 




-~- - .. _'....,.. ____ , ______ , -------~::.....~--'---·-'--·--·-1 
''index ·or lo·-~·-·· such that D·
1
. {x,yJ i
0 ) a o, . i • 11 • • • q-l; but that ; 
i . • 
. 
Dq(x,y; l 0 ) f o, that is there exists ~ , .J"~ , i • 1, ••• q, such 
I I ) .I that Dq(x,y; j\ 0 . r o. 
We no.w make use··~i·inese·,··"results to obtain a solution ~f 
(1-19) when D(x.,yJ" 0 ) : "• Let A0 be a root of D()) • 0 ot indeac: q, 
and. in ~l.-26) .let ~ • ~ , i • ·1, ••• q, i r/ r$.. 1 and x« • x, 71 • 7t , .· 1 • 11 • • • , q • Then we get· 
_______ ............................. .;;..;;;;.._ .. 
.. 






a@ b7 JltPIJhfuls1s the ~si tem 011 the right; 
. ., . ~ . •' . ii, ;ere.., , since . 
. J)q--1<:x:,1; ).0) ~ o •. : Thu$ "" 
••••• 4 •• ,_,•.•:, •• ;.········1 
b 
(~31) 
and din.de (1-30) b7 
• 
,= . . . . . . • .. , ., ... ·--·~, ~=, -~'-"~~~,!-~~-~-'-'-·'~·"-'-~--....:.C- .;.,-~-=~--"-'-·"·--·~·-- ----------··---·• s=.!.. <•., ·:···,~". ·"=· •-·c, . . ...... ""''• •• ·""'-' . 
-, .. i<~~ A0) • ~-1·· K(x,t) fllC(t. ~ 0 )dt (l-32) 
a . 
Note 'that (~32) is the same as (l-19) if u(x) is replaced by t {x, ).
0
). 
'l'hus the functions · f« (x, 'Ao) are solutions of the homogeneous equation 
(l-19) • Note that 
(l-33) 1., if o(. • ~ .,_ ..... 
o, if '(A; (a ' 
... 
tor U o( • fi , (l-31) becomes 
.... ·+-,}-...... ----~- ·-. --.. ...._.,---, =....---. · ... .... 
-· 
·. -~-----· ·r n-···--··--·-:---- ·---:- .tft# ; ~-~ -- ·-~ - ... -. -·- .......... ......... .cui4?J . 
------- -~ --~ .. -.~-- ...... ,.,.. 
Dl/2{ ••• .it~-1,x\~4'1:u~ i';\ . • 
.... ... . i • . ' 
71 •• •••• • •:t< 1••• • • • •Y (x.. . ) • . .. . q .. @, 
.. D Xj_ • • •xq "\ -











. ,s .., ·, 




1'heretore <l>at(x"' 1'_0 ). • 1. · · But ii' ~· r/ ~ • then ~ • o( .! n. where n 
.. ~-i 
> • 
is -an integer, and f3 ~ q• because (JI.. and fi are indicies, both or. 
•··· .. t--.:c-·· 
which are less than or equal to q. Tims in the determinant in (1-24) 
two rows would be equal, hence the detenninant would be zero• There-
fore the numerator of (1-31) would be zero f'or o< ; ~ , and t {x, ')+. 
0
) • .o .• 
The functions cf,;,', :. ~- .. ~'. .. • • . • ··q~ ·~ ~~:;r_ ~~~~-~~-~~~--· t~:r .......... ~ ... -............. , ... ,. ... ""·•"'" 
q . 
cl+ l + C2 <I> 2 . + • • • + C q f q !! 0, 
where the c1 are constants. Then ror x • x;. .4>o\ (x,,c.• ~ 0 ) • l and 
. q,~ (xi\, "o) • O, so that °« • 0. Hence the functions + 1 are linear1:, 
independent. 
From the homogeneity- and linearity- of 8qllation (1-19) we have 
·······that 
(1-34) 
. - --- -· -·· --·· -· -· ~-
is again a solntion, for arbitrary constants c .• 
J. 
We now show that eveey sollltion of {l-19) can be put in the 
f'onn (l-3li). Suppose that v(x) is a solution of {l-19). 'l'hen 
v( x) • ').\.r: I'. ( x, t) v( t )dt 
. Sb O "' v(x) - {\ 0 al'.(x.t)v(t)dt 
(l-3Sl 
- · .. _,.,;_ ____ •. ·.!, 
-~ow consider_the. first~ Fred~!m'-&-en9rali9!9.. re~iiJms, -TRi-1.ttaa;:--~--:.._ -____...-_ - --. .,.__ , . .,,..... ·. ~~--
.. ·'-. 





. ., . 
·-
' . 






. ' ' 
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• • If' ve now let x1 • ~ , • • • , ~ = xq I Yi • Y'1 , • • ,r • ,,. . •· ·' -'q. .. ., q ' 
· '1' • t , divide by D q (x' .-i; ).0 ) aJld let 
. ' ,· ...... ' - . .--~-- . _,_. ___ -~--- .. 
' 
this becomes 
(1-36) B.(x,t·) • A0K(x,t) -t0K(x;,t) t_(x) + /\0 f:cx,s)K(s,t)ds , 
~·1 a . 
where 1h (x) is· defined by (l-31). · If we now multiply the second Twt . 
_.;:quation o£_.(1-3S) 1!?,H(x,t) -~~.~e~~!l_fran !,..1iO b w!~h re.~ct,..to ~ 
t 1m have 
-
(l-37) 0 •. 
b r b 














. ·--· .. ~ ... ~·. 





,\: ____ _ 
.. ················ ' ·--~--Now subtracting (1-37) from the first eqwition of (1-3S) ~ get b . 
. b ' 
(1-38) '.Y(x) • r El<x,ty- H(x.t) + lo s.H(x,a)K(s,t)jvct)dt · 
But ·from (l•.36) this is 
b 




·~-.:· ----,,,.,,,.,, .. -.. : -··.···· J .. ,, ... ._,•• • •• N._ ""~'"" '••. • s'• • -,-., •• ·-·, •••••.•• ''"•""''""" • •,,.' ~-·•'••''. -,• ••\"''~' •"~""'·'•,• -·.'''""•' 
~ (x) l K(x1 ,t)~(t)dt • I(.. o<.. 
-- a 
(1--39) v(x) • 
oC•l Tims ii' we take for the constants 
b . 
. cot = A0 IK(x;,t)v(t)itt , ~ 
(1-39) can be written in the form (1-34). Thus we arrive· at Fredholm's 
second .tundamenta1 theorem: 
___ -·.•-.- ----'-·'·--""~··· _·.rntg~--~~?t If .. A--~-~~,J£A.~GL~.of..n(*+;,AL.-0,-"9f- -ind&x--q,-~-'-·.-----· -- '· 
then the homogeneous equation ·(1-19) has q ·linearly independent solu-
tions gi van 't,>y 
. l!I 
.. I 
. in tams of· which eveIJ' other J_Qlnti9p_ !, 91.DrJlllihle Jillgar~. and •o-~ __ ._.,. ..... ,....,. ~-·~··..... 
. 
--
. . .. .. ~ . . . . The parameter )\ 0 such that D { ~ ) • O is called the character-
- 0 
istic constant of the kernel K(x,t), and the function 4' (x) which sat-
















~ . . . 
1.4 SOIM!IOI OF THE HON'-BtROGEMEOUS ~T.TATION FOR-Df A) • o. 
Aa iii the case of the finite system of linear equ&~ions for 
which the determinant ot theJ~OE:tffici-ents is zero, thel non-homogeneous 
. 
linear integral equation 'Hith D ( " .) . = O has in general . no solutions, 
1 • ,tr!. . : ,jt .~ 
·but under certain conditions an infinite number or solutions. 
Before we can introduce these conditions ·and give the 
' •.. ·--T··-~-.... ·~···•·--·•., .-·.· . . 1>"., .,._~_,_,.,,,., ... w,-.·-,--. . 
is necessary to consider the linear integral equation. 
associated with (1-19), in which the· arguments-"x and t in the kernel 
f'anction have been interchanged. Then the associated homogeneous 
equation is or t~e ro:nn 
(l-40) 
.b 
v(x) • A0l K(t,x)v(t)dt 
We v.Lll denote by the - notation the kernel, Fredholm I. 
detenn~n2!Ult ~--.F~J!e>,~--~9J'! 21. ~~ .. ~t!.f._Qq;_!~~ .~gµ~ti2n,. and __ dst~----~:: __ · ... ,. __ . --·-·"-- .y· ·.· :• .'. --···· ..• --····-···-- •• 0:-- ---·,--· - ·-· ~ ---·~ •• - -· ---··. ·- • -
· mine relations between them and the analagous quantities or --(l-19). 
Let K(t,x) : l(x,t). Then the series for i5( ~) becomes 
rows and columns have b_een interchanged. This interchange does not 
alter .the valne of the determinant, so that D( A) = D( A). 
terminant in Bn, since again 'iln is obtained from Bn by ~ercbanging 
rows and colnmns. Therefore 
. '" -- .... ~ .... '.' ........ , ...... ;~ ....... '. 
.~- ,:,_ ·" . ·- .. ._ . ·- '. .... ,•, .•. - .-··-· '' .. , .-. ,. . ,,.__ 
.. 
i[ D 
• • • 
, so that 
• • • ·1-·-· . 
(:L-U) .,.,. • D 1 
-~ 




If Ao is a characteristic constant of K(x,t) of -~~!;_q __ . 
, ... ·--· .... ,., . ..,.~ ....... ,--s,...., -·•c· ··•• -, ~.-,,m.-- •,-e,c;•. ··-,•,· · • • •·· · .:· .., .. " ·•· .•. ,.,,.' ,.., . .,_. , •. ,.,.,.. ..... ,,· .. •, .•• •; -.-· ' ... ,, ..••• .,.,., •• ,_ .. ,.., •• ,.., ..... ~,.,,,-.•,-,.,-_,.,.,,., .. •. -,···-,-,.,-• ,. :~,···-,.- ,~.,., ......... .,, ... ,... ~ · · ·· . ' ' ·· · . - • - · • · ,.,. .. - . · • ·· • 
ant of K t,x or index q. Therefore 
t --Di (x.n A0 ) • n1 (71 :x:; ) 0 ) • O .for i • 1, • • • , q-1, but D ~-'.C,YJ A ) • q 0 
Dq (y,:q ~0 ) r/ o. Now it 119 let; i; • i, , 't • x~ thi.s becomes 
(1-42) - _, -· ' • .I Dq(x ,7 ; >-o> • Dq (x ,7 ; A0 ) r o •... .,. 
Fredholm's second fundamental theorem now tel.ls us that (1-40) 
-has q l:lnearly independent; solutions 4>.c(z) given by 
1 • 
t • -• . &-..:~-.. - ' - --'....---=--~: . .!'..-:.~~~--------~-----~ .--~-- -. - --~ .-·-·,<--~c,· ____ ;. -··- .• .... ,,.~ •· - --~~:--~---=--= -c .. ~...:.-.cL-..• ,_. ---~.----,..--.· ....... . 
-· · ------~------ ·---- . i5 21_ •- •• , =i-l• x .,x~+l •••. xq 
-· -· -· -· ~ • • •. '~-1,t .,yot+l • • • Yq· 
'Yoc(x) • ---7-T------,r---.--.--_..;..... (1-43) 
-









lij_ • • • 











.· . ·1 
,, 
.. ' 




' ,- • ·!._!..-_ ::..:--.:-~::: 










• 1} xq ~ • ·r 
• Y. . q ; . , 
.,. 
' . t • 
• • ~ot-1.,.xoei.,xot-+l. • • 
• • {ex) • ____ ._··-·~'Y_-~r-_l_'_x_,_,.oC-:_+ .... 1_·_· ____ :___ 
• • 
/. 
··'-:_~ Hence the most general solntion of (1-40) is 
. ,.-...... ,._ ,·~····~ ................ ,,., .. ,-,··~---,····-··· .. _._.: ·.--_.---~·" ·.···--~-=··-,-~-, .. -........ ~ .... -, .. ·.· , ..•...... ., ··-·- .... ---~~-~.1.,:_:_: ~.-···, ,~·~ .......... -~- ,.~ ... ~, .,.,., ... ...,.... .. , .... , ,,,. . - - . ,_, . .., " -·· - - . "" ... ...- ·- . -,...., .. '..,~ ' - " .. 
• -t· -
v(x) • c1 i 1 (x) + c2 4i2(x) + • • • c ~ (x) q q 
In a completely analogw.s way, the function H(x,.y) for the 
associated kernel becomes 
\ 
- -· . ,:' ·::. .-:-;.: -. ·---· =- . .. ~ .:. ---- . 
. 
.;;., . -· . Tberef ore i~ . we ~gain ~~ . ~~e change_ or notation x.c "' J1c. .. , 7-<· • x:oe. , · .. · 
(1-36) becomes 
(1,-4$) B( t,x) • ~J((t.x) 
JL 






We are now in a -position to discuss the solution of the 
no~homogeneons--- integn];~-equat±on---~---··· --
._....~· 




- - - -
(1-b6) 
b 
u(x) = f(x) ·"!' .. 'A0s K(x,t)~(t)dt 
1 a 
. 










, .. , .. ; ,; ,; ,., :;;._\t,;lf:;;:,i .~· F .. : ,~ ::·~,-~i';.:~~;~, 
··- }~i 
, If'"' ,_ •.a....---
./- .. 
... ~ . 
. y.. 
-36-
tor which D( Ao) • 0 and Ao is of index q. 
.. First let us determine the conditions which f(x) mst sat- ··:-: '.f..'fJ . 
.Hi isfy in order that a solution of (l-li6) e:xist. Suppose that (l-h6) 1s f§ 
satisfied by some function u(x). Write (l-h6) as Oj 
. b 
. If 
.. f(x) .. u(x) - Ao r K(x,t)u(t}dt ' ~f Ja 
·I . ' ., ·-·· •. '"'"''"'''''""""""~'"'"'•"-""''·''"'"-'"'""""-"'""''""''": .•.•• ., ........ ,. , .•. • .. >~•·••'>••••"-'-'-'······"'' ·······"·~-"' .• , •. ,,.,.,"'"·""'" __ .......... = ... ---- ....... - ... ~- .. . " ............. , .. t·· 
4>.(x) is a solution of (1-40). We then have 












.. a a 




-K(x,t)~ (x)dx dt 
ot, 
Thus in ,,order for a solntion of (1-46) to exist the f(x) must satisfy 
b 
-{1-47) f(x)4?c(x)dx • O , o<. = 11 •• ·• q 
:Now suppose that (1-47) is satisfied. Multiplying by 
AgK(x,y;) , and takirlg this inside the integral we have 
q 
~ 0K(x,y;)r(t)~.(t)dt = o 
- -- ; -
b b ' 1,: 
". r:, .. .,.,.. 
._ :-













-31.;. ., . b . 
')o SaK(x,t)f(t)dt - .. 
b b 
H(x,t)f(t)dt + i.
0 H(s,t)K(x,s)t{t)dsdt • o. 
a a 
In the _double integral, interchange the s an~ t. Therefore 
.... ·- '• ' . . ,., b b b 
Ao K(x,t)f(t)dt - H(x,t)f(t)dt + A0 K(x,t) H(t,s)t(a,)ds dt • 0 · 
b b b a 
...... ~- _ .. _ .............................. """"".~,,.,_........,. .. ' 
a a a b 
. 
Bow let u(t) • f(t) + s H(t,s).t(s)ds •. Then r H(x,t)f(t)dt • u(x) - f(x). 
a Ja b 
Hence Ao K(x,t)u(:t)dt ~ ·u(x) + t(x) • o, or 
a b 
(1-48) u(x) • t(x) + "_o K(x,t)u(t)dt 
least one so1utiol'1 of ( 1-46) • 
Now suppose that v{ x) is a solution of ( 1-46) , that is 
b ... .  
. v<x> = Ao J/cx,t)v(t)dt + tCx) 
),,, .. ;,.,, 
Then w(x) · • u(x) - v(x) is a solution Of _the homogeneous equation 
. b 
w(x) • A 0 J:<~t)r(~)- v(t}dt. 
b 
·-· (l~} · - - · ~x) r AO f: K(x,tTw( t)dt - --~·~-- ·-
Ja 
But tram (1-31.i) the most general solntion of this equation _ia ot the tom 
c1 ct,1(x) + c 2 4> 2(:x:) + ••• ~q q,q(x) 
... 
(>. ~. 











;•··- \.., ' 
< ' 
B9DCe the aost · ·general solution of (1-49) is · 
I 




_ .. 39-· 
+ • • • c " .. · f .xx)~-------· ___ ~- __ _ 
. q· 't' qi='· . 
. ' 
.and the complete solnt:ton of (1-46) is 
b 
... ~~{li-59} · ~v(·x} ~ILc£fx) ···+··-·-· -~-H(x-·t}f'(t· ·ai·· + c r . .. 
We ~:tms arrive at Fredholm's t~ralufuiamental theorem,·-·· 
Theorem 1-3: If Ao is a characteristic constant or K(:x,t) 
or index q, the equation 
b . 
u(x) ·, ;(x) + A0 l K(x.t)u(t)dt 
has in general no solutions. But an infinite number or so1utions· or ___ ,. ··· 
.. •---,,, 
., 
( ~n) . \ . . 
. the tom 1-;1\J exist if' and_ on!z. :!J. . .. --=~:·.,cc:~.,~~"--"'---·~, .... ~, .• ...... ··-. ·. ·-· · .. ··'"------· · ··--~~·-·,=,.:.~.c..,..C.~· •.· .:_.:..·: ·----·---· ---'-----· .. ·-. ·. ....!....._;. ____ :....:,. ___ ~-·-:..---- ·---1-·-----·· .. ______ ·- -.-:... ··~-- ·-- ·······-. . 
b 
Jrcx>i<x)dx·· 0 , o(a 1. • • • q, 
-
where tl;le cf> i ( x) . are the fundamental functions of the assoc:iated hclno-
geneous equation. 
• •••--•••-••------•-••-·m•••-••-•·•--•-•-·•·-·- • --"-•-•••••--·••• -,·-••-•--··-·-·-----... ~ ..... __ . _____ ·-----·•• .. •• .. --•-••• - • -,;;--•--••• .. -----•-•·•---•·•---·•-•• - • • • • • •• •- • 
-- - - -· 
.......... 






















THE HILBERT THEORY 
2.1 DEFINITIONS .AND SCME PRELJNDIARY ~ULTS 
Berore we can proceed With anot-her discussion ot the equation 
--------------
~=--b ~----··--···-
------- -- ·· --- "-··("2-3:) ........... ·· ..... ______ , ..... ",, __ "_ .. _ ..... , ........... -·u.~·~)" --=f···rtx ····+· ,. . -·· ...... IC' --w------
it is necessary to establish a few fundamental Jresults and review some 
basic definitions. 
Definition 1: The inner product of two functions f and g is 
defined by 
(t,gl--"' J t(x).g(x)dx 
Definition· 2: Two functions, r and g, are said to be ort;hog-
~.•- . 
- ·- ~:c ,.'1 -,. • - ~- -- - •---=· -•- -·· '""'"'"·•.:·.-,c.,·n•'••·----· _.,.,, ______ _. •. • "'~.:...--.';..~' ---·~----· .• ·: •.... ··-'·' •" ----: -_, :onal:'"~rr-·rt,g1"-:~--o:·---~-~--~~--- ~~---.:-----~·-::,_-___ .. _·_ --=--~~-,~:..---- _____ . __ , ___ · -
_.1'\, ,,.,, 
Definition 31 The inner product of a function f vlth itself 
is called the norm of r, that is 
(t,t) s Hf • _f (t(i)) 2dx 
It 11.t • l, the function is said to be no:nnalized. 
Definition 4: A system of functions 4>1 (x) Which are normalized 
\ 
are said to be orthonomal if (</>i,fj) • o, i; j. 
relationslti.p is then 






i are orthogonal, hence Therefore 
2 ~2 r (x)dx - 2Lcj + 2 C > 0 j-
j•l 
-J r2cx)dx .:: 
The left side of this equation is Hf, and is independent of n, so that 
CD 
~·2 ; .. 
-- J2--~1.-" ,,,-, ----- --__ ., ___ -----"-'--·--·---~·-- --,,, __ J!J'. ,~ Ly.r. ~~----'"---~----,---·~ : ..~------- ----~- -- _,, __ ,_, __ ,_, ____ ,,,_, __ ,,, ---. 
This is known as Bessel's inequalit7 • 
.. We are now in a position to begin a discussion of the solu .. 
tion of the homogeneous equation 
b 
(2-3) u(x) • -~1 K(x_t)u(t)dt. 
A value ~ tor which equation (2-3) has a non-tr:l'V'.i&l solut~on is call- . 
ed a characteristic constant of the kernel K(x,t). The linearly in-
' 
·-
_dependant~··c;olut1:<ms ~i-~- i....._ l; -t; •• ~---; b. ot ·tr.:j) .......... .,,,., ....... corresponding - -
to this value of l are the characterietic .f\lnctions1 
' 
swned normalized and orthogonal, for if not they could be orthogonal-
• .. 

























..... -:! . 
,• .!J 
. is flird.te1 !o see this we apply Bessel •s inequality (2;..2) ~o .the ~rnel -
-lf(x,t). Then 
" ~~K2(ll!,t)d:t 
But . ) J K'(x,t) f lt.)dt • 
t ia 1•1 Now integrate wit,h respect to x, and we have 
/ J f K2(x,t) dtdx ,:! ·. J+:(x)dx 
---i•l 
But since the cf,1 are. orthogonal J (<x)dx • 1, and 
. . . -·------- ·~-- ___ - - ·-~· -~ Clit2.~i.1dtdx.~ h --- -· 3==r 
'Ii 
,.·· 
T1ns we have established an upper bound tor h. 
fined by 
(2-4) 






form. an equicontina.ous and uniformally bounded set ( the set ot .functions 
g is said .to be equicontinuous it tor ·every e > 0 there exists b > o, 
-: ~pe1Rteat o~, suu_n-inat·· i g( xw-1 j - · g{'x) j < f whenever- I?/ I ·:c-4 ) • --~ 
is piecewise continuous, g is continuous since _ Kf x., t) was ~ssumed 
continttous. ~ow suppose J h2(t)dt ~ M2, for som:e fixed H2" Then the 
Schwarz inequality yields 
. ,'. 
~ . 
·-Ja .. 2 b 2 
g(~'l ) - g(x) • _ Jir(:ici-,,: ,t) - K(x,_t))h(t)dt 
so that lg(:ict-'l) - g(x)I < ME ,Jb-a • 'Hence the funct.:ions g defined 
by (2-4) torm an equicont:inu~ set llhen J h2(t)dt ~I(". 
Again the Schwarz inequality gives us 
l<x> ~ M2 f t'cx,t)dt , . 
so that the functions ··g are· uniformally b011Dded. 
Tlms to integral transforms_ of the fom {2~4) may be applied 
--·· 
·- :_-._•_ • -·-- _f"-.. •: _.,__~• •• -•• • .... -; ... ""':"'...:..·-- V 
- ... •:_ - ·-ime-·-fctllowing theorem due to Arzela: · - -- · .• ..,,._ ·.··..:.. .• •. -... ,• •• '•. ·. ' • • . .• . .. • .:. .• - ~-~ __ .:;;:~ . . __ - . -=- ·--=--
Theorem: From any set ot unitormally bounded and equi-
eontinuous :f\mctions in a domain o, it is possible to pick a subsequence 
-. llbich converges_ uni.formally to a continuous -limit function in o. 
We are now ready to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2-1: Eit~er the integral equation 
b 
(2-S) u(JC) • f(x) + ) I K~x,t)u(t)dt , 
. 
. 
.......- all4. ·ootU>~l.J~~~- Wansp~ed °!h,tegral.-aquati6!1 . ..,.. 
(2-6) 
~(x) .. g(x) + )J:ct,xh(t)~t ' 
a -
with fixed A , has a unique• continuous solution tor each arbitrarr 




..... _ . 
'\ 





,• ~ ·~-- -
oontimlous :f'onction t, or g, ( in particular u • 0 if t • c, and v • .0 
if' g • O ) ; or the a.ssociated homogeneous equations 
b . 
(2-1) u(x) • A f K(x,~u(t}dt 11 Ja . 
b (2-8) · v(xL-"' 1s K(t,x)'v(t)dt 
'"' .,, .... ,~., .•.. ,, ... ,-.-,,.,,,..,...,._~,,,..,..,-, .. ·'-·-··.·· .. , ... • .• ...,,~~~-·~""·'""•"•....,"'''"·'""""•'""-..~;:· ,,,.,,,~,,,.-.er:,······.-. -~<e- ~---~• .• -.• ·.·.• ...• c.. ·:---. '•·,;cc •. ,·.·•· ... - . ,. 
s case 'the non-homo-
geneous e~tion bas a solution if and only if 
· (r,v1 ) • J f'(x}v1(x)dx" o, i • 1, ••• ,r. 
2.2 SOLOTION OF THE ~UATION FOR DF.GENERATE KERNE!$ 
A degenerate kernel is one which can be written as a finite 
sum of products or functions of x and functiol!s of t, that is 
... 
.c_ -·'-- ._,. -· __ ·-· ·-. , •. ··-·. ', .'----·.,--·--···--7--- :.--·-'-·..._;..!,· ., -· ~---· · • ·"'"''· • __ ;...."--• ~··-· ,. -~~;;.L.: • .'.:..¢ . .:... •.;..._ .. __ ..::=---·-·····- .. 
(2-9) K(x,t) a 0( i ( :x:) ~ i ( t). 
Making use of ( 2-9) we -Can write ( 2-S) as 
.... - . -~-,. 
u(x) • f(~) + 





'• . .-.· 
'· 
~. 
l ....................... . " .. " ....... ~.. .. .. .. . 
., 
-lih-
. u~x)_·~ 3(~)dx • t(x) ~- 3(:x:)dx + A. 
' ' ,. 
Let Jr(x) p lx)dx ~ t 3 and J o<1(x)~ lx)dx: °ij ~ Then 
(2-ll) 
• p 
Thus the solution of the integral equation reduces ·to the solution of . 
a system or p linear equations in p unknows. 
Denote by (a1 j) the coefficient matrix of the s,stan (2-11). 
Then there are two cases. 
Case 1: det(a1j) ; o. 
If filrl.s determinant is not zero, the syst~ (2-11) ·can be 
s~lved uni.que1y for the Xj. '}!herefore_ (2-10) will be a unique_. solution 
• ::::.~~.... I ..... 
:.·. ~~~=--:-~,~1;be"·integrai · · eqttat·1 on~t~~;·;~· "'' ~.,~,,-,.c~~==-:=c~-- . .c= ·--=~~--=~~~-~ -=-==-~- --·-· -. -~ ., . ·=··=· ""'"'·". ·-·-- ·='·.c=--- ... -···--··-- - : . -- .,, -· 
However the homogeneous system 
(2-12) 
. x3 • A) c1jl.t 
i•l 
will have only the tr:l:v;a1 solution x3 !:! o, so that the homogeneous 
integr&l ·equation (2-7) w.ill have only the trivial solut:ton ·u(x) = o. 
· Next consider the transposed equation ( 2-6) •. Make the sub-
stitution 




·.• .. ·._·-.·1. 1· ,· 
.
. ,_.·.,_-·.1· .. · ;,:.~ 









~ ,.- .. ;- .- "'• :··.· .. : · .. ·,.; ..... 
. 
·,,'l 
v(x)~ g(x) + /If~ 1(x~Y.1 iar ··········----··········· ., .... (2-13) 
Multiply b:, __ o<.3(x) and integrate with respect to x. 
1 
J'f(x) o(,Cx)dx • J g(X) o(ix)dx + A . - Yi. 
1-1··· 
. i=l 
oC (x) @ ·· (x)d:x: 
··-j- 1 . 
' ••• p 
The coef'ficient matrix of this system is the transpose of that ot the 
system (2-11), and therefore det(aji) ,; o. Hence the system (2-14) can 
be solved uniquely for the Yj and (2-13) is then a unique solution of 
(2-6). 
'l'he homogeneous system of' equations 
_JL 
. ( 2-~~). ""-"· -~--- "·· .. , . . . . l . . . .. !J ... :.2') .. !i~~ --~-- ... ,.;.=~ .:"· .. : :. .: '. . .. ' • ...... · ...  
... .- i=l 
bas as its solution :Yj a o, so that v(x) !! 0 is the only solution of' 
. the transposed homogeneons equation ( 2-8) • Thus under case i, the non-
_homogen9911s equation and its associated transposed equation . have unique 
solutions. 
Case iii det(8i_j) • o. 
Now the homogeneous systems (2-12) and (2-1S) have an in.finite 
number of non-triyial solutions 11 and Y1• Therefore equati~s (2-7) 
·- ay...{2-8)-it."ill ai!so ilrirs afJ'Minti~'d' tl'illllber Bf non-trfn.ar<solutions, .. 
' 
.,,.,_ -· ... ' ~ V.Ellt .b.y. --~ ......... ....... 
.fPl .... -·· .......... 
p 
(2-16) 
I A y-°'i (x)Xi ' ··~· u(x) .= 






v(x) • , ) Li.:~ ~ (~)Ti . 
respectivel7. But recall the :taet, proved· ~ section 2.1, that tor 
each value ot 1' there are only a finit·a number ot linearly independent 
characteristic f'wlctions. Therefore equations (2-7) and (2-8) have r 
......... linearly.independent so1utions .. ·f-or-~ach eharacteri~tig"'.cionst·an·"·"··· · 
terms of 1-thich all other solutions may be expressed. 
The non-homogeneous system ( 2-11) , and hence the non-homo-
. 
. geneous equation (2-S) can be solved if and only if the conditions 
p 
(2~18) . } f'lkj • 0 , k • 1, ••• r T-I" .· 
are met. Bllt f' j • f t(:x) p 3'=ic)dx , so t~t ( 2-18) becomes 
p . 
. 
..... ' .. •· : ..... "_'c.... . .·.c• .. ..  c~ ... ,t···f .. ,~ -·~. 1-*t;.'/.;;!\x··· -c~3x·· .. 'vk' ·~- = ··o .. ' ... ·-•• •• C~ ... c•~---·C,,.. ·· ......... ,, ,-,·.c·., -•~ J. \A/ \" J \.A.JU, J., J 
( 
. 
, ?I . P 
-
·. Jr(x) ).f.~Pfx.)Ykj dz• o 
j-T ' .. 
·- . ··--
-·, ' 
:But from (2-17) ).. ~ j(x)Ykj • ~x). Therefore· (2-S) can be solved 
if and only if 
,. 
... .._-
. - . 
.. 
' r ' 
' . 








2.3 SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION FUR ARBITRARY KERNEI.S 
Since every polynomial in x and t represents some degenerate 
kemel,. and __ since the Weierstrass approx:lmati~n theo~ te us that ·· 
f!l'ler,- contimi.Ql1S · function may be approximated uniformally by polynomials, 
. 





u(x} • t(x} + AJ. ~(x,t}u(t}~t 
a 
Fix A. Then there are two cases. 
'I •, 
..... ,.,,_-•., 
Case ~a Fcil'-·in.finitely lll8Dy' n, (2-19) has a solution Un,(x} 
such that (11n,'1n) ~ M, for some fixed M. Then 
. . b ~ 
...... ~.~ x? _:_:t(x) ... -. · ... ·. }.J_"n (xi{) ~(t) '!!., -~ .. -- -- ~---- --· · · -· · 
a . 
and the functions 11n(x) - f(x) are integral transforms of un, hence to1-
a uniformally bounded and equicontinuous set • Therefore, from the 
. .....: 
theorem of' Arzela, ~here exists a subsequence of the functions· '1n which 
converges uniformally to a continuous limit fanction + (:z:). Then 
. b 
• · lim(Uza(X) - t(x}) • Alim J. ~(:.t)1,i(t)dt 
But . ,. since both Un and An converge uniformally this ·becomes · 
. b 
... -·· - lf>C~t.:'rc-x) :· ·AJ_iim An<x;i} llil-~-i)d; 
a b 
cf>(x) .; f(x) + ;. l K(x,t) ~ (t)d: 








' ·.·· ·, 
·~""'" "" ,.--·: ' : 
.. 
. ,. . 
Case ii: Either 
a) a solution 11nC:z:) ot (2-19) e:dsts tor all n, ~ .<11n,11nl • °n 
tends···to intinity as n tends to infinity, or 
b) a solution ot (2-19) ~xists only tor a finite number of 
. -
values of n, in which case we note that 
···.··c'\··· ...• ·.· ·-·«··-~·v,1;-,·;•.r:.J-,~rv1~,,-::: •~·,,~c.,.,.,,,..; -.,. -t-,.,.,. • •. ~ .. , ·· '·· ,, · .-, ·· • · · ·•·· - · · · b ... e. ·-,·,·",''""··••..,,•, •. -,,·.-.• .• " ..... " - ............ , ... ,,, ...... ,. . . .... ' ...... ,.,. ~· - ........... , ........................... ,. 
u(x) • A A11(x,t)u(t)dt 
a 
bas a solution O' n (_x) toi,. e:,e17· n;-oy·t-he-theorems tor degenerate kernels. 
In case ii a) divide (2-19) by en, and let ~ = an• 'l'hen 
. b n 
G0 (:z:) - r~:> • ~1 A0 (:z:,t) O'nlt)dt 
In case ii b) 
dn(x) • 
·-:: -·- .• ·--· •.• ·-··.' • :..:, .. ~ .,' •• ! ··.:.,...:,_ ;· .::..:~.,.,.: .';. _,, .:., ·'- <"~ ............. ~--· -~-- ...... _ ... ;__;: •• _!....,;:~-·- ··---------··--'---""::-.-·-·~ ·-· '-"".:.=...::..::..':~.!..;... ________ • ___ • __ ;~- ••••• __ ·-·-
In both cases an is normalized. The sequences or integral transfonns 
( 0'0 (:z:) - f~9 and O'n(:x) both contain subsequences which converge 
unitormally to .functions f (x) which ·satisfy equation (2-7), that is 
and 
b 
11m(o-n(:&:) - ~~, • lL lim(.&n(:z:,t)O'n(t))dt 
~t:x) -o. ,J;,t)p<tidt . 
4 Va: 
. b 
·· · .;., mron(:z:J •··--{. llm{An(:x~ira:<t))di° ~- ·~·· .... ~ ........ 
1.. 
rcx> .. A f <x,t>p Ct)dt . 
-:_ ·.· .. · .. _____ ----• . ..:... .... .: ... :..· ... :. 
....... ~ 
-
'l'heretore under case 11, equation (2-7) always bas a non-tl'l.~al solution, 
i'. .... r. 
't{ .-.~-· . 







..;; ,. •. 
Bow recall. the fact tbat tor each value of ).. ~J'. • finite . 
number, r, of linearly independent characteristic ~ctio~ ~xt.st.. Again .. - - -· ~ - .. 
there are two cases. 
Case i: r • o. 
This says ·-that ( 2-7) bas no non-trivial solutions. . Thus we 
-... - ...... ~,,.•-·-• ..... ,-.... -- - -...-:-, ~ . .. . 
always exists. Therefore the integral equation ( 2-S) has a solution 
tp(x) tor every f. Now suppose that 4>1 (x) and </> 2(x) are two solutions 
of ( 2-5) • Then b 
<1>1 (x) • f(x) + l l K(x,t) q>1(t)dt 
b 
~ 2(x) • f(x) + ' AJ. K(x,t) ~ 2(t)dt 
.and subtracting W8 ha"IFA . .. . 
- -·-- ............ ·--··- ..... · ----- ..... · .. -- · 
. '.!".~. 
.·-- ~--- ......... ·:.:...·.·-·-;:-:-"c------~--~-:--#--_.__ --
---
..... ,.· ... , • c, .. · .. , c.,, .. ,._· ... ~c, .. • .... , ·-··· __ ., .. " e'""· ·. ·-""·· -,· -==L-c"'-.~·.·c~~".c"' ., .. _· ... " ...... , ... ~ .. ,, .... ·~ ... - .,· .. ,~-- •-· · 
. b 
.. . .· 
</l1Cx) - f2Cx) • 1K(x,t)~1Ct) ".' '1>2Ct~di 
........... a .......... . 
. \ But. since there are no non-trl'Vial soluticns of (2;..7) by hypothesis• 
that is r • o, it must be that 4>1 (x) - ~ 2(x) • o, or (/>1 (x) • f2(x), 
and therefore the solution of' (2-S) is unique. Thus if r a o, (2-5) 
always bas a unique solution. Clearly equation (2-6) also bas a unique 
so1ution. 
~ 
Oase il: r > o. 
···•· .... . ... -... ..- ... 
.,...,, ....,,,,. ...... .... _;.-. 
-· 
Let-~ i 1., I • , • , r , be th@ r orthogonal solutions ot 
.. ·,,. 
. .. -· ~-..,;.-. .. ' 
- .... ··;•,~ '2 \ ,-1,. .Define 
l· l . 
·,ffi." ''£ '. 
;_J 
. \!t" .. 
,· 
/ 
• ~(~~ ... ~(~) • o. 
r 
... ···. -·---~~~~. ~<,~,.~> __ : __ ~~~! ~- -~-± .. _ •_!~~~)~1t:El~. -~~:---·~-·-------- ·---;--------·---· ~-yr : '.
r . 
lim ~(xtt) • lim A11(x.,t) + ~[. lim (n1Cx)ut(x) 
1•1 -
• K(z,t) - o • K(x,t). 
Hence the f'anc:tions .~ ( x, t) are degenerate kemels which also aJJP1'C)> 
, 
imate·the kemel K(x,t) unifo:rmally. 
. . . . 
We now show that the kemels An(x,t) also possess the r null 
.... ~~~~lut_:~s .:'-11 (x)L~ ·~°"~T' ____ .;_. ,-- _ .·--~·--· .·· .... ---~--~~~----c ..... -~ 
~(x.,t)u3Ct)dt • '). l .&nCx,t)ujCt)dt + .. .L rn1<x>f (t)u3Ct)dt 
..... ~ . . - .. ..,,,.. 
• 1:11(x,t)u3(t)d~ + lfn1Cx)b! 
b .. •r 
.~ 
• ·) J. .&n(x,t)u3(t)dt + .J njCx) 
.b 
• Al £~tx.,t)u3(t)dt + u3(x) - ) A11(x.,t)u3't)dt 
b 
.. ---~ ..... ~ .... . .,,.,,,. . r .... ,._.. ·~ 
'J t 
. . . . . 
Therefore the kernels An ( x, t) poesess the r mll solutions u
1 
(x) • low 
··suppose that in addition ur+l,n(x) is a sequanctt ot null solutions ( tor 
1: 








· .. ··~ 
ntHciently large n ) • then 




11?*1,n(r) • i1:;cx,t)~1,~C~)dt 4:.~~"":::-~~==~::, ----- --
.a 
B~ce 11r+1(z) is an additional null s.olution of (2-7), and since J ~1(x_)uk(x) • O , k ... 1, , •• r, it is orl;hogonal to u1 (x), • •• , Ur(x). But this contradicts the hypothesis that (2-7). has e:xactly r . 
··t'· linearly independent solutions. There,rore there caimot exist a sequence 
., 
..... - , (Jt 
. 
' ' . of additional null solutions llr+l nCx), so that the ~ernels An(x,t) _ 
- ,. 
-- ·-
- - a - ·--"-~-~·.a,· .• ,""•-.·:••----·---------··----~ ,_ -·~--~- --' -- ... -
,· ··-·posses~ ·exa'Ctiy=tbe~"r mill solutions"u~·c·xr:·- -----. ----·------·-
----------
Since our theorem liolds tor degenerate kernels, the integra1 
· · · ·equation · · b 




' , ala~ ~!,: .. !~~tly r linea~ly independent null solutions v1,n(x)_ , .: ~ '; , .. '. 
i • 1, ••• r, which may be assumed orthonormal. But since the degen-
. 't 
. ' el'&te kernels An(t,x) converge uniformally to K(t,x), Arzela's theorem 
gives us 
.. _ ... , 
1- b 





- .......... "'·--·ta ... _,_........ - ~ 
b 
. 
' .... .,,,,,.. ............ ~-
.. ~·.~-
v1(x) • ). l K(t,x)v1(t)dt '. i • 1, ••• r, 
!· 
1· 
--------·-._ .. ;.: .... -·_ - _ .. -. 
·' 









Theretore equation (2-8) also has r linearly- independent Dllll solutions 
T1(x) • 
- . • - -- ---; ---- - ., .. - ... -=- -:=---·-··..,. 
F,lnall:,_ we show that (2-s) bas a solution it and onl:r if the 
condit1ons (t,-vi) • o, i • 1, ••.• r, are met·. 
- Suj;pose that ( 2-S) has a solution <I> ( x) • Then 
(t)dt 
and integrate, and we get 
b b b If (x)vi(x)dx • A J. .f 1cx,t)</> (t)vi(x)dtdx 
b b b 
· J cf>(x)vi(x)dx - A K(x,t)vi(x)dx <f,(t)dt 
a a · a 
low make use of (2-8) and we have 
.! 
b 
-.. --···· -··-·--"--..:.~-;:;-_--::-... -~·---·---- ,~.:.. .... :.:... -.;..c ... :." ••• ·.-·-!. ...... ·.:· .. :. ·.· ........ - . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . - - -
. ······· . , J.t(~>~i(~1i:-:~-· a .~.c:;:1(:)·~=~ a vi (t) 4> (t)dt . 
Then 
Bow suppose (t,vi). • o. Let lim v1,n(x) • v1(x). Define ; b 
€:ln • L f(x)vi,n(x)dx · ................... . 
b . 
..... _11m_:!P -_ i f~x)_lim v1,n<xJ..qx 
.. .,,,..-
... ·. , .... ,, b 
.. -I f(x}vi (%)~-- o~~ --- - -- -~- -· 




~(~) • t(x) - D.jn'Yj,n(x) • 
'i j•l 
1tt .. ,~ 









;• t· ·._ 
·~ . 
------- j_t -. 
- -r .. 
\ . 
'!~, .... ,.. ""II 
J-· 
' ·1 ·-:_., 
,. 
. . . 
. ., 
....... ······· 
b :· . . . . 
1f~(x)v1.,~(,:)dx_~-~ : a . .t-···,-'· . 
.. . ,. ·-·-· 
r b . . 
f(:i:)v1,n(x)dx -~ ..... E jn f y~,n{:x:}v:,,n(x)dz 
• Cjn~t 








• Ja f(x)v1,n(x)dx -
a 
b 
r( x)v1 n ( x)dx 
' 
• O,i • 11 •• • r 
Therefore,· since the theorem h«:>lds for degenerate kernels, the equation 
b 
fn (x) • <f> (x) - ~ A~(x, t) 4> ( t)dt 
"' 
. ·. '-·~ ,.':. - ... ·- . ..:;- . -
' . _-tas·---~solut'ion~----·_·ifote that. ,ran· the defi~ition o:f tn(x), 
r 
I""" ., .,,•,, 
. ~· . 
• t(x) - 0 • f(x). 
Therefore ··· . b 
.. ... - . 
11m rn(x) • lim.«f)(x) - :i lim ~(x.t) lf,(t)dt 
-- ··- _... t!~~ .. : _j(7d.. -_'>. r· K~,tt<f>(.:)d~-' -
__ c.« .- ' J; . 
, and · consequently ( 2-5) has a solution. 
This completes the proof of t,be theorem for arbitrary kernels. 
., .... , 
., 
). • I • 
. /. . 
· ... >.,.,,,.=,· .,,.,,.,.--·H<':.";-)U.~>,~~ ... -"'W~ 
. -'·'"""'' ,-·- . - ~-- - -·-· 
.. ' 
-1~ .... ' • 
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